HAVE A DISTANCE FROM NOISE
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“Still waters run deep means that a river is calmest when it is deep, and makes noise when it is shallow.”

A learned man will always remain calm, even in the wake of some criticism. That is because his knowledge and experience is deep, and he does not need praise or appreciation to feel good. But, a person who has just started out will react strongly to criticism, and start doubting himself.

Nowadays, Criticism is on top of everything, especially in Education every move we make a lot of eyes were observing to the point that the only extent they can give is only criticism. Our learners is facing a huge problem of the future were the can people who have eyes are the one who will be your great observer of faults. Why this happens? Lack of Education because of vices and wrong use of technologies. Social Media is one good example of a place where all who can access to the internet is counted as one critique. The growing population of social media illiteracy is a proof of Bad Education were the people just state what they want in the way they want, the barbarically or in formal way.

Sociological Foundation of Education may teach us the proper way to respect the thing around us, people, culture and anything else related to the human being. We teachers must promote respect and discipline which is one good example of education, not all the men in uniform are educated, sometimes those who has a degree maybe worse than has a plastic bag and collected cans. Being silent in the midst of an argument doesn’t
mean you’re losing the battle it may be seem as you’re not just wasting your time in talking to a fool who wants to be on top.
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